We report a theory for the coherent and incoherent chiral pumping of spin waves into thin magnetic films through the dipolar coupling with a local magnetic transducer, such as a nanowire. The ferromagnetic resonance of the nanowire is broadened by the injection of unidirectional spin waves that generates a non-equilibrium magnetization in only half of the film. A temperature gradient between the local magnet and film leads to a unidirectional flow of incoherent magnons, i.e., a chiral spin Seebeck effect.
Introduction.-Magnonics and magnon spintronics are fields in which spin waves-the collective excitations of magnetic order-and their quanta, magnons, are studied with the purpose of using them as information carriers in low-power devices [1] [2] [3] [4] . Magnons carry angular momentum or "spin" by the precession direction around the equilibrium state. By angular momentum conservation the magnon spin couples to electromagnetic waves with only one polarization [5] , which can be used to control spin waves [1] [2] [3] [4] . Surface spin waves or Damon-Eshbach (DE) modes have also a handedness or chirality, i.e. their linear momentum is fixed by the outer product of surface normal and magnetization direction [6] [7] [8] [9] . Alas, surface magnons have small group velocity, are dephased easily by surface roughness [10] , and exist only in sufficiently thick magnetic films, which explains why they have not been employed for applications in magnonic devices [11] .
The favored material for magnonics is the ferrimagnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet (YIG) with record low magnetization damping and high Curie temperature [12] . Spin waves in YIG films can be classified by the interaction that governs their dispersion as a function of wave vector to be of the dipolar, dipolar-exchange and exchange type with energies from a few GHz to many THz [1] [2] [3] [4] . Long-wavelength dipolar spin waves can be coherently excited by microwaves and travel over centimeters [13] , but suffer from low group velocities. Exchange spin waves have much higher group velocity, but they can often be excited only incoherently by thermal or electric actuation via metallic contacts [14] . They are also scattered easily, leading to diffuse transport with reduced (micrometer) length scale. The dipolar-exchange spin waves are potentially most suitable for coherent information technologies by combining speed with long lifetime. Recently, short-wavelength dipolar-exchange spin waves have been coherently excited in magnetic films by attaching transducers in the form of thin and narrow ferromagnetic wires or wire arrays with high resonance frequencies [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The dipolar interaction dominantly couples the transducer dynamics with the film, but in direct contact interface exchange and spin transfer torque may also play a role. Micromagnetic simulations [21] revealed that the AC dipolar field emitted by a magnetic wire antenna can excite spin waves in a magnetic film with magnetization normal to the wire, but no physical arguments or experiments supported this finding. Recently, almost perfectly chiral excitation of exchange spin waves was observed in thin YIG films with Co or Ni nanowire gratings with collinear magnetizations [22, 23] .
The chiral excitation of spin waves [22] corresponds to a robust and switchable exchange magnon current generated by microwaves. The generation of DC currents by AC forces in the absence of a DC bias is referred to as "pumping" [24] . Spin pumping is the injection of a spin current by the magnetization dynamics of a magnet into a contact normal metal by the interface exchange interaction [25, 26] . We therefore call generation of unidirectional spin waves by the dynamics of a proximity magnetic wire chiral spin pumping. Here we present a semi-analytic theory of chiral spin pumping for arbitrary magnetic configurations. We distinguish coherent pumping by applied microwaves from the incoherent (thermal) pumping by a temperature difference, i.e. the chiral spin Seebeck effect [27] [28] [29] [30] as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The former has been studied by microwave transmission spectroscopy [22, 23] . Both effects can be observed also electrically via the inverse spin Hall effect in heavy metal contacts, but we focus here on the more efficient inductive detection scheme.
Chiral spin pumping turns out to be very anisotropic. When spin waves propagate perpendicular to the magnetization with opposite momenta, their dipolar fields vanish on opposite sides of the film; when propagating parallel to the magnetization, their dipolar field is chiral, i.e., polarization-momentum locked. Purely chiral coupling between magnons can be achieved in the former case without constraints on the degree of polarization of the local magnet. We also find that the pumping by dipolar interaction is chiral in both momentum and real space, i.e., in the configuration of Fig. 1 unidirectional spin waves are excited in half of the film. respective dipolar magnetic fields h andh [31] 
where µ 0 is the vacuum permeability. We focus here on circularly polarized exchange spin waves in a magnetic film with thickness s at frequency ω and in-plane wave vector k = k yŷ + k zẑ in the coordinate system defined in Fig. 1 (the general case is treated in the Supplemen-
describe the precession around the equilibrium magnetization modulated in theẑ-direction, where m k R (x) is the time-independent amplitude normal to the film and ρ ρ ρ = yŷ + zẑ. The dipolar field outside the film generated by the spin waves
in the summation convention over repeated Cartesian indices α, β = {x, y, z} [31] , becomes
where the spatial integral is over the film thickness s. x > 0 (x < −s) is the case with the dipolar field above (below) the film and η = 1 (−1) when x > 0 (x < −s), k = |k|. The interaction Hamiltonian (1) for a wire with thickness d and width w [31] reduced tô
The spin waves in the film with k z = 0 propagate normal to the wire with dipolar field h z = 0. The distribution of the dipolar field above and below the film then strongly depends on the wave vector direction: the dipolar field generated by the right (left) moving spin waves vanishes below (above) the film [22] and precesses in the opposite direction of the magnetization as sketched in Fig. 2 . The magnetization in the wire precesses in a direction governed by the magnetization direction and couples only to spin waves with finite dipolar field amplitude in the wire and matched precession [22, 23] . We thus understand without calculations that the dipolar coupling is chiral and the time-averaged coupling strength is maximized when the magnetizations of the film and wire are antiparallel.
Half-space dipolar fields generated by spin waves propagating normal to the (equilibrium) magnetization of an in-plane magnetized film (Ms ẑ). The fat black arrow in (a) and red arrows in (b) indicate the spin wave propagation direction. The black (red) circles are the precession cones of the film magnetization (corresponding dipolar field) and precession direction is indicated by thin blue arrows.
Spin waves in the film propagating parallel to the magnetization (k y = 0 → h y = 0) may also couple chirally to the local magnet, but by a different mechanism. According to Eq. (3), h x ∝ |k z | cos (k z z − ωt) and h z ∝ ηk z sin (k z z − ωt). Above the film, the dipolar fields with positive (negative) k z are left (right) circularly polarized, respectively, while below the film, the polarizations are reversed. These spin waves couple with the magnet on one side of the film only when its transverse magnetization dynamics is right or left circularly polarized [21] .
A circularly polarized uniform precession in the nanowire always couples chirally with the spin waves in the film (see SM Secs. I.B and II [33] ) for all angles between magnetizations in film and nanowire irrespective of their polarization. When the nanowire Kittel mode is elliptical, the directionality vanishes for one specific angle θ c . When the nanowire Kittel mode is fully circularly polarized, the coupling strength vanishes and the critical angle θ c = 0. With w > d and weak magnetic field bias, θ c arccos d/w (see SM Sec. II [33] ) and the chirality can be controlled by weak in-plane magnetic fields.
General formalism.-Here we formulate the general problem of the dynamic dipolar coupling between a nanowire with equilibrium magnetization at an angle θ that is in contact with an extended thin magnetic film. At resonance, microwaves populate preferentially the collective ("Kittel") modes [32] , while a finite temperature populates all magnon modes with a Planck distribution. We focus here on the collinear (parallel and antiparallel) configurations, deferring the derivations and discussions of general situations to the SM Sec. II [33] . For convenience, we formulate the problem in second quantization.
For sufficiently small amplitudes, the Cartesian components β ∈ {x, y} of the magnetization dynamics of film (M) and nanowire (M) can be expanded into magnon creation and annihilation operators [10, 34, 35] ,
where M s andM s are the saturation magnetizations, −γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, m
(x, y) are the spin wave amplitudes across the film and nanowire, and α k andβ kz denote the magnon (annihilation) operator in the film and nanowire, respectively.
We are mainly interested in high-quality ultrathin films and nanowires with s, d O (10 nm) and nanowire width w O (50 nm), such that the magnetization across the film and nanowire (centered at y 0ŷ ) are nearly homogeneous: m
with Θ(x) the Heaviside step function [20, 22, 23] . Disregarding higher magnon subbands turns out to be a good approximation even at higher temperatures because of the strong mode selectivity of the dipolar coupling [33] . Here we disregard interface exchange, which appears to play only a minor role [22, 23] . The system Hamiltonian then becomeŝ
where ω k andω kz are the frequencies of spin waves in the film and nanowire and, with Eqs. (2), (4) and (5), the coupling
with F (k) = −µ 0 γ M sMs /Lφ (k). The form factor φ (k) = 2 sin(k y w/2)(1 − e −kd )(1 − e −ks )/(k y k 2 ) couples spin waves with wavelengths of the order of the nanowire width (mode selection) and lim k→0 φ (k) = wsd. Exchange waves are right-circularly polarized with m (ky) y = im (ky) x and the coupling is perfectly chiral g −|ky| = 0 (refer to Fig. 2) .
The linear response to microwave and thermal excitations can be described by the input-output theory [36, 37] and by a Kubo formula (see SM Sec. III [33] ). Let p kz (t) = p kz (ω)e −iωt dω/(2π) be a microwave photon input with magnetic field ∝ (p kz (t) +p † kz (t)) centered at the frequencyω kz : p kz (ω) → 2πDδ(ω −ω kz ) with amplitude D, the equations of motion are [36, 37] 
whereκ kz ≡ 2χω kz (κ k ≡ 2χω k ) is the damping rates in terms of the Gilbert damping constant χ (χ) in the nanowire (film) and ζ kz is the radiative damping. The thermal environment of the magnetic film causes fluctuationsN k [37] generated by a Markovian process that obeys the (quantum) fluctuationdissipation theorem with N k = 0 and
is the magnon population at temperature T 2 of film, and k B T 2 should be larger than ω k . In frequency space
The thermal fluctuationsN kz in the nanowire are characterized by a different temperature T 1 and thermal
with Green function
ikyy0 √ κ k , reveal that the thermal fluctuations in both wire (N kz ) and film (N k ) affectβ kz (ω). Moreover, the interaction enhances the damping of nanowire spin waves by δκ kz = 2π ky |g k | 2 δ(ω kz −ω k ) toκ kz , and shifts the frequency toω kz . Chiral pumping can be realized by coherent microwave excitation or the incoherent excitation by a temperature difference between the local magnet and film, as shown in the following. Coherent chiral pumping.-A uniform microwave field excites only the Kittel mode (k z = 0) in the nanowire but not the film. Spin waves in the film with finite k y ≡ q are excited indirectly by the inhomogeneous stray field of the wire. The coherent chiral pumping by microwaves at thermal equilibrium with T 1 = T 2 ≡ T 0 in the time and wave number domain readŝ
(11) Since the magnons are coherently excited their number is α † q (t)α q (t) = α † q (t) α q (t) . In the absence of damping, κ q is a positive infinitesimal that safeguards causality. A resonant input p 0 = 2πDδ(ω −ω 0 ) excites a film magnetization in position space
The denominatorω 0 − ω q + iκ q /2 vanishes for q ± = ±(q * + iδ Γ ) in the complex plane with q * > 0 and inverse propagation length δ Γ . Closing the contour, we obtain
where v q * = ∂ω q /∂q| q * is the magnon group velocity. For perfect chiral coupling g −q * = 0 only the magnetization in half space y > y 0 can be excited, which implies handedness also in position space. The coherent chiral pumping can be directly observed by microwave transmission spectra [16, 19, 20] . We let here two nanowires at r 1 = R 1ŷ and r 2 = R 2ŷ act as excitation and detection transducers. The spin wave transmission amplitude as derived and calculated in the SM Sec. IV [33] reads
and the reflection amplitude S 11 (ω) is given in the SM. Chirality enters via the phase factor e iq(R2−R1) : When g −|q| = 0, spin and microwaves are transmitted from 1 to 2 only when R 2 > R 1 .
Incoherent chiral pumping.-Spin waves can be incoherently excited by locally heating the nanowire, e.g. by the Joule heating due to an applied current [14] . In the absence of microwavesp kz = 0, the magnon distribution of the film reads
When T 1 > T 2 , magnons are injected from the local magnet into the film. When the coupling is chiral with g k = g −k , the distribution of magnons is asymmetric, f (k) = f (−k), i.e. carries a unidirectional spin current I ∝ k v k f (k), which in turn generates a magnon accumulation in the detector magnet. All occupied modes in the local magnet contribute to the excitation of the film. In position spacê
and the excited magnon density for y > y 0 in a highquality film with κ k → 0 + reads
where k ω = q ωŷ + k zẑ and q ω is the positive root of ω qω,kz = ω. For weak magnetic damping in the wireκ m ω m , the r.h.s reduces to δρ > ≈ kz |g q * ,kz | 2 /v 2 q * ,kz (ñ kz − n q * ,kz ) and ω q * ,kz =ω kz . For y < y 0 , δρ < ≈ kz |g −q * ,kz | 2 /v 2 q * ,kz (ñ kz − n q * ,kz ) = δρ > . We conclude that the thermal injection via chiral coupling leads to different magnon densities on both sides of the nanowire. This is a chiral equivalent of the conventional spin Seebeck effect [27] [28] [29] [30] .
The chiral pumping of magnons can be detected inductively via microwave emission of a second magnetic wire, by Brillouin light scattering [23, 38] , NV center magnetometry [39] , and electrically by the inverse spin Hall effect [14] . The incoherent excitation couples strongly only with the long wavelength modes that propagate ballistically over large distances, and the effect is most efficiently detected by a mode-selective spectroscopy. The thermally excited population of the Kittel mode in the (right) detection transducer reads (see derivation and discussion in SM Sec. V [33] )
where ω K is the Kittel mode frequency of the nanowires,
are magnon numbers in left and right wires, respectively, and Γ 1 = |g q * | 2 /v q * is the dissipative coupling mediated by the magnons in the film. The references signal is given by the parallel magnetization configuration of wires and film since g q * = 0 and the right transducer is not affected. On the other hand, the magnons generated by a temperature gradient via the exchange interaction at the interface or in the film, are dominantly thermal and diffuse equally into both directions [14] .
Finally, we present numerical estimates for the observables. The dipolar pumping causes additional damping δχ = δκ 0 /(2ω 0 ) and broadening of the ferromagnetic resonance spectrum of the nanowire. In a detector wire at a distance, the thermally pumped magnon density δρ > in the film injects Kittel mode magnons δρ R . We consider a Co nanowire with width w = 70 nm and thickness d = 20 nm. The magnetization µ 0Ms = 1.1 T [20, 23] , the exchange stiffnessλ ex = 3.1 × 10 −13 cm 2 [40] and the Gilbert damping coefficient α Co = 2.4×10 −3 [41] . For the YIG film s = 20 nm with magnetization µ 0 M s = 0.177 T and exchange stiffness λ ex = 3.0 × 10 −12 cm 2 [10, 20, 23] . A magnetic field µ 0 H app = 0.05 T is sufficient to switch the film magnetizations antiparallel to that of the wire [19, 20] . The calculated additional damping of nanowire Kittel dynamics is then δχ Co = 3.1 × 10 −2 , which is one order of magnitude larger than the intrinsic one! The chiral spin Seebeck effect is most easily resolved at low temperature. With T 2 = 30 K and T 1 = 10 K, δρ > = 4 × 10 13 cm −2 , δρ < = 2 × 10 13 cm −2 , on top of the thermal equilibrium k n k = 3 × 10 12 cm −2 . The thermally injected Kittel magnons in the detector δρ R ≈ 10 on the background one n q * ≈ 38. The numbers can be strongly increased by choosing narrower nanowires with a better chirality and placing more than one nanowire within the spin wave propagation length, since the signals should approximately add up. The population of tens of magnons [22, 23] should be well within the signal to noise ratio of Brillouin light scattering [42, 43] .
Discussion.-In conclusion, we developed a general theory of directional (chiral) pumping of spin waves in ultrathin magnetic films. The dipolar coupling is a relatively long-range interaction between two magnetic bodies, which is ubiquitous in nature. At inter-magnetic interfaces it competes with the strong, but very short-range exchange interaction, which can easily be suppressed by inserting a non-magnetic spacer layer [17, 18, 20, 23] . The chirality generated by dipolar interactions between magnets brings new functionalities to magnonics and magnon spintronics [11] . Our study is closely related to the field of chiral optics [5] that focusses on electric dipoles. The chirality of the magnetic dipolar field can be considered as the low-frequency limit of chiral optics and plasmonics, in which retardation can be disregarded [5, 44, 45] . We envision cross-fertilization between optical meta-materials and magnonics, stimulating activities such as nano-routing of magnons [44, 45] . This work is financially supported by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (NWO) as well as JSPS KAKENHI Grant Nos. 26103006. We thank Prof. Haiming Yu for useful discussions.
